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1. The Past, or
How we became
Our Process
Small Pool by Jedidiah Rex is licensed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
Our Process
Large Pool by Jedidiah Rex is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
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Ocean by Jedidiah Rex is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
2. Present, or 
where we are now
LITE Office at Beloit College
 Hi! JoshChris
Meghan
Jedidiah
Adam
We finally solved the problem by 
collaborating with our technical 
services department. 
- Judith Logan 
Logan, Judith. “ReorientingReference”. ACRLog. Last modified July 2, 2015. http://acrlog.
org/2015/07/02/reorienting-reference/
Project Collaborations
✖Workgroup meetings
✖Accessibility
✖ LibGuides + Moodle
✖Digital project support
✖Campus printing
✖Hacker Study Group
✖Conference proposals 
Work Group Collaboration
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Accessibility
Moodle + LibGuides
Digital Project Support
Printing Initiative
Code Academy
group meeting
Conferences
Image courtesy of:
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3. Future
“Where we're going, 
we don't need roads.”
-Dr. Emmet Brown, 
Back to the Future
Challenges
Time
SpaceMoney
Challenges
A Bug’s Life, Pixar Studios, 1998
Opportunities
✖ Institutional support
✖Team building
✖Geographic space
✖Creative thinking
✖ Faculty outreach
Takeaways
What are your ideas?
What are your current collaborations?
What are your wishlist collaborations?
How do you manage expectations with faculty?
How do you address bandwidth issues (not wifi)?
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